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By,

-Deepthi Gotuumukkala

 

There are a few books for which you need to make an effort for forming a connection with its content and there are

a few books which seem so familiar and your own from the very beginning! ‘Tell a thousand lies’, falls in the second

category.

‘Tell a thousand lies’ is a story which begins with a sixteen year old girl, Pullamma, who lives with her grandmother

in a small village of Andhra Pradesh. The story takes a different turn and Pullamma’s life changes forever when a

selfish politician starts taking decisions of her life for his own benefit. This is a story of Lata too, Pullamma’s twin,

who being fair-skinned, unlike Pullamma, doesn’t get the fate she had always dreamed of. This is a story of a girl’s

dreams, her values, her courage, her love, her determination and her motherhood. This story is more about

Pullamma’s fate than Pullamma herself.
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As I am from Andhra Pradesh, I was instantly connected with the characters, the Telugu words they used, their

relationships and the rural life. Each relationship of Pullamma has been described beautifully. The language used is

simple and the pace with story progresses is good. The character development of Pullamma is also note-worthy.

With Pullamma as her aid, the writer talks about various evils which still exist around us. The selfish politicians, the

superstitions, the color discrimination and of course, how the fate of a girl child is decided the day she is born. But,

it’s brilliant how the writer has depicted the struggle and life of Pullamma, who achieves something which she never

would have thought to be in her capacity. Pullamma aims at something which she finds herself to be unworthy of

and gets it.

On the whole, I loved this book immensely. It wouldn’t surprise me if I start reading this book again after a while. It

has suspense, drama, love, crime, family, tragedy and most importantly, individuality. I had a good time reading this

book. I love this book because it feels like someone familiar; it feels like home.
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